
Used Case : HOPITALITY

Application

In the hospitality industry, agility and flexibility are absolutely essential to success. Whenever and
wherever change happens, TipTop applications allows companies to keep focus on productivity and
costs, while optimizing the workforce.. It helps in Smart Hospitality, the application contains

�Cognitive Work Load And Scheduling with continued 
shifts correction and overtime shifts
�Access Control Systems for secured authorized 
entries
�Cloud based Time and Attendance System with face 
ID’s
�Tracking mobile workforce
�Cognitive Punch Audit
�Guests Vehicle Monitoring and security
�Employee Payroll and benefits
�IOT devices for energy saving and guests services
�Secured Gate Doors and lift access with Face id’s
�Temperature and Mask detection for staff and 
guests
�All in One Kiosks for hotel services, restaurants 
menus and dining option and
�Customized reports.

You Focus on giving better service to your guests, we shall care for the 
rest 

�Customized reports.

Here is how we change the hospitality into Smart Hospitality

Time Attendance System:

AHALTS Multi Device, Multi mode, Multi location , Geo fenced global time and attendance feature allows the 

Hotel and Restaurant industry teams to mark their time and attendance from the hotel’s access control devices 

or on their mobile app . The time sheets pass through a real time audit and flow to the payroll and activity 

services .

Touchless Covid complaint Access Control System

A whole set of access control system includes front access control, card reader, electronic control lock, door 

switch, door button and emergency break glass button. 

It is mainly installed at the hotel entrance to prevent unrelated person from entering, office area through set 

different parameters and permissions to improve the security.

Cognitive Work Load And Scheduling with  continued shifts  and overtime 

The Hospitality industry has a very dynamic work load changing every moment , In the hospitality industry, 

agility and flexibility are absolutely essential to success example a guest may require any guests service at a 

wee hour , The current legacy systems cannot handle these scenarios and hence the HR teams are always 

struggling to manage these workloads and these are so complex that its practically becomes impossible to get 

a optimal scheduling and roistering.

HRSERP breaks the work into activities and cognitively gives a tuning index for the HR Team to tune the 

workforce with a work load You can grasp the work information of each employee, understand the operation of 

the human resources of the hospital, prepare and introduce the work of the staff in advance, and improve the 

work efficiency, to achieve the hospitality staff attendance information management.



Used Case : HOSPITALITY

Here is how we will change the hospitality into smart Hospitality

Optimizes Workforce
Wherever change takes the hospitality industry, you need the agility to quickly adapt your workforce. 
TipTop helps you deploy the right workers with the right skills, keeping them laser-focused on 
productivity and costs and keep the Workload balanced ,

Employee Payroll and benefits
An End to end Payroll tool, Know your Stars and can be starts know your employee Risk for 
insurance selection as per the task they are doing, Get their integrity and loyalty score for loans and 
advances get their Performance ratings for Benefits , compensation and use our Cognitive Increment 
Tool for increment advise

IOT devices for energy saving and guests services
Complete IOT platform that controls the devices for the guests rooms or guests services to 

enhance the experience of your guests 

Hotel or Guests Vehicles Monitoring 
AHALTS provides a seamless Hotel or Guests Vehicles Monitoring



Used Case : HOSPITALITY

Here is how we will change the hospitality into smart Hospitality

Thermal Scanning

AHALTS thermal cameras can be used for mass monitoring the heavy people movement loads these thermal 

cameras can monitor up to 10000 people per hour also our hand held thermal cameras can scan temperature 

from a safe distance prescribed for social distancing ensuring scanning staff security .

All in one Kiosks

The restaurant ad receptions of Hotels require a day to day charts or summaries or menus and staff 

information system along with face recognition , mask detection and temperature scan with sanitizer dispenser 

, staff activity management and advertisement and information broadcasting AHALTS all in one Kiosk provide 

all these features bundled into one


